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SUMMARY
• ReCONNET Steering Committee (SC) decided to publish a narrative review
of existing Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) and/or perform a state of
the art (of the existing) CPGs per disease group.
• Proposal made by the ePAGs in the SC to identify the unmet patients’
needs in each disease.
• Decided to have clinicians and patients drafting the papers per disease
where ePAG would focus on the patients’ unmet needs of each disease.

• The papers are published in BMJ – RMD open
https://rmdopen.bmj.com/content/4/Suppl_1
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ReCONNET ePAGs structure
• 1 representative/disease
• 1 representative/pillar (rare, complex and hereditary) and the 3 are SC
members
• 1 Senior and 1 Junior Coordinator

• 1 member and 1 alternate in all ERNs ePAGs SC
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ERN ReCONNET ePAG
Rare CTDs

Complex CTDs

Ilaria Galetti
Systemic Sclerosis

Alain Cornet
Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus

Vera Guimarães
Mixed Conntective Tissue
Diseases

Ana Vieira
Sjögren Syndrome

Yves Brun
Idiopathic inflammatory
Myopathies

Sander Otter
Antiphospholipid
syndrome

Hereditary CTDs

Charissa Frank
Juergen Grunert
Ehlers-Danlos Syndromes

ReCONNET SC Members:

ReCONNET Sr and Jr coordinators:

Lisa Matthews
Relapsing Polychondritis
Missing ePAGs for Undifferentiated Connective Tissue Diseases,
IgG4 Related Diseases
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SITUATION
• Only 4 out of the 10 diseases had previous CPGs (Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus, Idiopathic Inflammatory Myopathies, Systemic Sclerosis,
Sjögren Syndrome)
• Remaining 6 conditions were lacking CPGs and/or recommendations and
were to be reviewed as well.
• A first - In rare Connective Tissue Disorders (rCTDs) papers have not
included the unmet needs and taking patient perspectives into account.
• Originally clinicians were the ones in charge of performing the literature
review and drafting the papers.
• The ePAGs in SC asked to be involved in the review process to represent
the patients’ perspective as it may be beneficial to include patients’
unmet needs in the papers.
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SITUATION
• Coordinator and SC agreed; ePAGs would identify and draft the patients’
unmet needs on CPGs and co-authors the papers.
• The 3 ePAGs in SC were tasked with reviewing the patients’ contributions
and were also recognised as co-authors in all papers
• There was not an ePAG patient advocate for all the diseases and the ePAG
group had to find one.
• For 4 diseases none found on time and the unmet needs section for these
diseases was developed by the ePAG patient advocates who are members
of ReCONNET SC.
• Most clinicians had never worked with patients on this level.
• 6 diseases had no Clinical Practice Guidelines or pre-existing
documentation THIS WAS ALREADY MENTIONED
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CONTRIBUTION TO PATIENT ENGAGEMENT
AND/OR IMPROVEMENT OF CARE
• ePAG patient advocates engaged with their wider European patient
community to identify unmet needs. They had to work also for those
conditions not represented by a patient advocate.
• All unmet needs identified and written by the ePAG patient advocates
were discussed with the senior and junior clinical coordinators per
disease and the patients
• Transversal unmet needs were identified as a result of this exercise.
• The level of patient involvement provided the opportunity to have the
patients’ voice conveyed at high-level and in a meaningful way help to
push for the development of better standards of care taking patients
unmet needs into account.
• The patients’ unmet needs are acknowledged by the scientific
community, some projects have already started to address some of them,
such as certification of the website and therapeutic education.
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SUCCESS FACTORS
1. STRATEGIC VISION - The ePAG in SC saw the opportunity to get involved
in a new activity that would have a long-term strategic impact in the
delivery of care and actively sought to find a way to get patient
advocates involved.
2. Explaining to clinicians involved how they would benefit from networking
with patients. It was the first time that such a gap analysis on CPGs
included patients’ views on unmet needs.
3. ReCONNET SC ensured with the support and input of the ePAGs involved
in SC, that a maximum patients’ involvement was secured for each paper
so that the patients voice was well represented and heard.
4. The ePAG patient advocates did a significant effort to reach out and
consult their own patient community for input and feedback contributing
to build and improve the relationships between the patient advocates
and clinicians
mutual respect and appreciation.
5. It has become evident that more people living with rare conditions need
to be trained in advocacy program and receive support from EURORDIS
and other parties such as EULAR to raise the voice of their specific
community.
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LESSONS LEARNED
•

•
•
•
•
•

Through the active participation in ReCONNET SC and disease working
groups, the ePAGs were able to fully represent their RD patient community
and bring in the patients’ perspective. Action and pro-action are the roots
for change
Explaining your ideas in a respectful and diplomatic manner may ensure
that you’ll be heard and strengthen your influence within the ERN.
The ePAGs input helped build/improve the relationships with clinicians
bringing mutual respect and appreciation.
Writing narrative reviews and reviewing CPGs was a learning process
Putting the spotlight in the patients unmet needs brought acknowledgment
by the scientific community with new projects based on the identified
unmet needs published on papers already starting
Expanding the number of patient advocates involved to fully represent all
diseases was a challenge; some diseases were not represented and we had
to identify new ePAG.
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LESSONS LEARNED
•

It was very difficult to research new diseases and fully represent these
communities.

•

More people living with rare conditions should also be included in training
and advocacy program.

•

Activities as these, with a high potential impact on improving standards of
care, will bring your team closer together. However, someone or some
people will need to coordinate the group and work to ensure optimal
teamwork

•

As a result of the ePAG work and input of these papers, everyone in
ReCONNET agreed that clinicians will wait with developing patient
pathways until the ePAG have developed their own to be used as basis.
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